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ABSTRACT 

The bound three-nucleon system is treated in an 

approach based on the method of K-harmonics. D-state angular 

momentum eigenfunctions are constructed and included in a 

nuclear wave function satisfying the generalized Pauli prin

ciple . 

The Hamiltonian contains central and tensor pair 

interactions. Both central and tensor forces may be spin-

isospin-parity dependent, or both may be average effective 

forces depending only on the internucleon distances. 

A solvable system of second-order ordinary differ

ential equations in one variable is derived for the radial 

parts of the total wave function. The system is solvable 

by standard computer methods for arbitrary finite potentials. 

vii 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Calculations pertaining to the bound state of three 

nucleons are generally quite complicated and often give 

widely varying results. 

Calculations of the binding energy of the triton 

range from about 6 Mev smaller"*" than the correct value of 

2 8.482 Mev to about 3-5 Mev larger. These results depend 

both on the method of calculation and on the choice of 

nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

A similar situation exists in determining the 

Coulomb energy of He3. One author might get too large a 

Coulomb energy, another might conclude that it is almost 

4 impossible to obtain as large a value as the correct one, 

and yet another concludes that agreement with the correct 

value might require a slight charge asymmetry in the neutron-

5 neutron versus the proton-proton interactions. 

Part of the difficulty is that, while a large number 

of potentials describe low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering 

data reasonably well, these same potentials do not neces

sarily lead to the same nuclear properties.^ In particular, 

the Hamada-Johnston potentials having infinite cores have 

often been used in variational calculations for the 

1 
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three-nucleon problem because of their "physically realis

tic" nature. It Is now believed, by some, that extremely 

strong or infinite cores are not at all necessary to fit the 

7 low-energy data. Indeed, such cores might possibly be a 

source of error, in view of the recent statement that they 

might not be the limiting case of soft cores in nuclear 
g 

matter calculations. It is desirable then, that a method 

be available whereby different proposed two-body potentials 

could be tested in the three-body system in a realistic way. 

It is known that the triton wave function is com

posed of an S-state, a D-state, and a so-called "mixed 

symmetry" S-state, usually denoted by S'. All other compo

nents of the wave function are completely negligible. The 

relative contributions of the S, D, and S' states is fairly 

well determined, although not without variation from author 

to author. 

The estimates for the S' state, for example, range 

from a little over to about 4$."'"^ . Similar variations 

occur in the literature regarding the S and D contributions. 

It appears, however, that most triton properties can be 

described reasonably well if the S, D, and S' states are 

present in the approximate amounts of 9 2 % ,  6 % ,  and 2 % ,  re-

12 
spectively. For some calculations, it is sufficient to 

consider only the S state, written as a function of the 



root-mean-square separation of the nucleons. This is the 

1 "3 case for the well-known wave functions of Fetisov and of 

Gunn and Irving. 

The problems briefly outlined here lead us to look 

for a method whereby the effects of arbitrary potentials in 

the triton can be determined conveniently. It is further 

desirable that the method should include the small S' and D 

states3 and that the effects to be examined should be cal

culable by widely understood means. 

In this dissertation we will extend the method of 

K-harmonics to include the contributions of the S, D, and S 

states in the triton wave function in such a way that the 

resulting wave function will satisfy the generalized Pauli 

principle. The forces used will be the central and tensor 

types, both of which may be average effective forces, or 

both of which may be spin, isospin, and parity dependent. 

Coulomb forces are also included for the case of He3. The 

inclusion, along the lines of the method presented here, of 

the other possible two-body interactions is expected to 

furnish some insight into the nature of three-body forces. 

Total angular momentum eigenfunctions will be given 

explicitly, and there will result a solvable system of 

second-order diffeirential equations for the S, D, and S' 

radial functions. All terms involved will be calculated in 

detail, and the system can be solved for arbitrary finite 

tensor and central forces by well-known methods. 



CHAPTER II 

GENERAL FORM OF THE WAVE FUNCTION 

The H3 and He3 nuclei are thought of as being com

posed of three nucleons. The wave function for a system of 

three fermions must satisfy the generalized Pauli principle 5 

that isj it must change sign under the interchange of all 

coordinates (space, spin, and isospin) of any two of the 

nucleons. This constraint limits the possible forms that 

the wave function may have. 

We shall use the spin functions where f is 

the particle number. They are chosen to be in the usual 

representation of the Pauli spin matrices in which (T^ is 

diagonal and has eigenvalues 1 and -1. The analogous choice 

is also made for the isospin representation. 

The spin and isospin functions are combined to form 

spin-isospin eigenstates which transform according to a 

particular representation of the symmetric group on three 

indices. These eigenstates are then combined with spatial 

functions of the appropriate symmetries in order to form a 

totally antisymmetric wave function. The form so constructed 

necessarily obeys the generalized Pauli principle. The 

particular two-dimensional representation used for the per

mutation group on three indices is 

4 



(1) 

"2 2 73 | . /-'g | /3\ 
S3 ̂  ^ | / r3 1 "" . __ 

i 73 k  / \ - z j 3 -2 

where P., is the matrix operator corresponding to the inter-
J K 

change of particles j and k. We will denote by ' (prime) 

and " (double prime) the first and second components, re

spectively, of a column vector which transforms under per

mutations like an operand of the above matrices. 

The spin functions will be 

s=-i,msHr =/f(2) 

X  = A l A  _ X m =-
s 

S=l'ms=l "^ = oC( c<2oC3 (3) 

m
s=i- + <*« A 3̂ + A 

\ A ft + ^ ) 
m =-i 

•vf \*= /? A A, 

The for S=-|- are completely symmetric under per

mutations, while the pair ( V-\ ") for a given mg trans

forms as indicated by the primes. The ^'s are orthonormal 

such that 

+ i 
d-.t o' m my . (^0 

ms f m*m* 



where , s). There are no antisymmetric three-

particle spin functions. 

The mixed symmetry isospin states £" are formed 

analogously to the 0^ s and the resulting spin-isospin 
-1 c i £ 

formalism is similar to that given by Verde. 5 Our 

particles are numbered differently from Verde's, and a 

different representation has been used for the symmetric 

group S3. The appropriate spin-isospin functions in our 

representation are: 

P=&l\cHt) .  .  ( 5 )  

The spin and isospin quantum numbers have been suppressed 

for clarity, and may be inserted in the obvious way. For 

example, the antisymmetric spin-isospin state having S = , 

ms = —, T = ^, and T3 = •§• i s 

f  - X i c i )  •  
The convention T3 = for a proton has been used. Again we 

have orthonormality such that 

For three-nucleon systems having total isospin T = 

we arrive at the completely antisymmetric wave functions 



given by Verde: 

S = 2 : ^ - }£*? + , 

S-4: . 

The functions depend only upon the spatial 

coordinatesj and must transform under permutations as 

indicated by their superscripts. The crux of the problem 

is, of course, to find the ̂ 's for a given nucleon-nucleon 

interaction. Toward this end we make use of recent devel-

17-21 /a /s /f /" 
opments J whereby the functions ^ , d> , u/ can be 

expanded in terms of "radial" functions and angular momentum 

eigenstates. A similar approach is applied to </' and <1 
5 ' 2> 

by explicitly constructing the D-state angular momentum 

eigenfunctions. Then, upon insertion of arbitrary central 

and tensor potentials, and projection onto spin, isospin, 

and orbital angular momentum eigenstates, a system of 

coupled differential equations results for the radial func

tions, with the binding energy an unknown parameter. 

The variables to be used are those shown in Figure 1. 

The Laplacian in terms of ri,ra,r3 may be written as 

y+vtz+ v32. Upon making the transformations to , 

and ]^,and separating the center of mass motion, the 

Schrodinger equation becomes 

-ff/VT* 
v / j  + « ^  =  &,  (9) 



t 

Figure 1. Coordinates for the Three Nucleon Problem. 

The mathematical definitions of the coordinates, 
wherein r-j is the radius vector from some fixed origin to 
particle j, are 

S = i(?i + rs + r3 ) , 

1 *•+• -*• \ 
1 =^(r, - rs) 

t - |(?> + - 2?* ) • 



where 

3 

and 

^ = t + t • 
The potential energy u is a function of the spin, 

isospin, and space coordinates of all three nucleons. For 

a bound state, 6. is negative, and we write 

l Z T V )  £  X = (10) 
tr1 

The nucleon mass is im , assumed the same for both protons 

and neutrons. The Schrodinger equation is then 

with 

( v 2
+ v - H ^  =  u ^ ,  < " >  

u = 
Z m 

The theory of angular harmonics on the sphere in 

six-dimensional space1^'"1"^ has given the S-state angular 

functions to be 
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v-=P^f- CffiA)/ -4 • £, S=-0 , (12) 
" 1 TT* " 't(f:f 

• = o , 

)} = O ( mod 3) 

W„'= /K+J2 SOT^'A'' ~P<l'-2A*) * I V V= I (mod 3) 
« v 5T3 id-.; 

- It y — 2. (mad 3) 

The P functions are Jacobi polynomials, and the 

coordinates used are 

J3*~ = + %*" , 0 <y? -< eO , 

,1* _ (y *-£*)* + (*9 •!) 

4 ~ / 

(13) 

0</K I , 

,  »  Z ~ r j  
•knA = ' 0^\<7T. 

The volume element d-yd£ can be written symboli

cally as 

c£ncL£ — /» cLp dCl (14) d-C. = ct^ 

in the six-dimensional space. The element of solid angle, 

<//} , takes on various forms depending upon how the five 
6 
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variables other than j) are defined. For integrands which 

are functions of yj,A,\ only, it can be written as 

dCi. — 7rzA</Aol\ . (15) 
© 

The functions "\JJJf then form an orthonormal set with respect 

to integration over dPLb, the orthonormality being with 

respect to the index ^ and, independently, with respect to 

the index K . In addition, any if is orthogonal to any xxf . 

K may be any even integer or zero, and ^ may be 

any of the positive integers ~ k K  , ~~ 2 .  ,  4 : 1 C ~ 4 ,  .  .  .  ,  O  

(or 1). These so-called hT-harmonics are L = 0 angular 

momentum eigenstates. The presence of only the variables 

yO,A,A, rather than s is a result of the restriction 

to zero angular momentum. 

It is in general true that for an n-dimensional 

Laplacian, 

- ^ ^ 

v = 
. Px.^x. 

r' t t 

the definition 

4 

/ xf 
•*' = 1 

results in the operator having the form 



12 

v2 - f dffi; - fv:. 

symbolically denotes a second-order partial differential 

operator containing derivatives with respect to whatever 

other variables were chosen, but containing no yo-deriva

tives and no yD-dependence. 

In terms of , the Laplacian undergoes the 

transformation 

V —Wi 

I ? ns2 + 

?T'J> P 
±1 + 4(|-A^ _ 12 A 2 
AVA1 1 9k . (17) 

Equation (17) is valid for use on operands which 

depend on yO,>4,A only. The operator in Eq. (17) is 

separable in jz,A , and the solutions may thus be written 

in the form 

-2 X 1  y 
(18) 

/ z, Klf' "Kca,u • 

V (| y 
Here stands for the angular functions and utf^ , 

- z  
and the j) has been factored out for later convenience. 

The all-important symmetry properties of the It 's 

are deduced by noting that the variables A and are in

variant under all permutations, and the variable X behaves 

as follows: 
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(l2)R A — "A , 

(22^ A — + ~Hr~ i (19) 

(3l)R A *- -A - ' 

Throughout this thesis the notation (jk) will 
X 

denote permutation operation on the coordinates of particles 

j and k as indicated. The subscript x may be R to indicate 

spatial coordinates, or it may be G~ or T , or any combina

tion of R ,<r,r. 

Since only )v. is affected by permutations, the 

transformation properties of the 11 's are contained in the 

sine and cosine terms. For = 0 (mod 3), the 2/~'s are 

symmetric under while the uf ' s are antisymmetric. 

For y = 1 (mod 3)s the column vector ( ors (3n + |)A , 

Swi(.3n + i)^) transforms like (£ , y )s and f"or ^ == 

2 (mod 3) j the pair (Cffs (3n. +2.)A , - s^n(jn+Z)A^ 

transforms the same way. 

Thus the S-state component of the wave function will 

have the form shown in (18), and the R's must necessarily 

be such that 

V - V 
R-k ' , if I (mod 3) J "K 

-)) 

Rk 7 ^ = 2 (mod3) , 

in order that be antisymmetric. 

(20) 



CHAPTER III 

CONSTRUCTION OF D-STATE ANGULAR FUNCTIONS 

We use the "rotational" coordinates defined by 

-£» — \ + i Sj) , 

£,= X 
3 ' (21) 

i/r(£' - i£'). 

and similarly for ^ . One can then show the following 

relations to be true: 

•!
+V'=4-2^ _2 -2!_ + J! 

3t " " <?£<?£+ dy* ' ( 2 2 )  

L, = -it(^xV + ?XV). 
(23) 

t ft — — 7) 4- & ̂  ^ 

14 



-Xz = ( +̂tx\£H?^ +TX\?) 
n 

15 

(24) 

$ - y z -  Nrh%'v.> 

(f - !»f£ 
W' 

+- fez-2H_r 
p 
2  - 2  *  

~ H+ ii
+- (*£+4i+£- U 

+ _ iL_ 

f4|+ £s+ s+ibi 
+ ?-i+ ?* JO 

+ 11+?i++51+ £+|, 

These relations will be used in constructing the 

D-state angular momentum eigenfunctions. 

In the previous equations, and in all of those which 

follow, L always denotes total three-nucleon orbital angular 

momentum about the center of mass of the nucleus. 

The following commutation relations are also valid, 
« 

Z  l 7 %  , t—7  Z  
wherein Vt is defined to be V*+ V* : 

7 E 
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(Y,y = =0' (25> 

[v^r] - o, (26) 

[r.Lj = o. (27) 

Since these operators commute, simultaneous eigenstates of 

them exist. 

7 m   ̂The quantities ^ , 5 , >?*-£ have eigenvalues 

L2 = 0 and L = 0, as may be verified by writing them in 

rotational coordinate form and operating with Land L2. 

Hence they are scalars under three-dimensional rotations of 

the system as a whole. The combination (i(f-f) , f-?) 

can then be shown to transform like (',*) under permutations, 

and to have eigenvalue L = 0. 

We are thus led to construct D-state angular func

tions from the pair 

T^= ± (28) 

where I is chosen to be the unit dyadic in terms of the 

rotational unit vectors e+} e°, e~ . The factor p~* has 

been inserted for convenience. 



We note that the second-rank tensors are symmetric 

under -7) and traceless, and therefore 

correspond to total angular momentum L = 2. 

The five pairs of functions corresponding to the 

five possible values of L may be projected from T' and T" 

by using the unit vectors. For example, 

(e-f-T- «-)•= J>~\ (29) 

This is analogous to the method of generating the 

ordinary spherical harmonics by taking projections of the 

- V " >  «  ^  

tensor rr - f-r I. 

The definitions of the ordinary spherical harmonics 

in terms of Cartesian coordinates may be used to express 

these D-state functions in terms of ordinary spherical 

A A 

harmonics of the directions of ^ and -E . 

The calculations to be done later will require in

tegrations over the 6-sphere, and it will then be convenient 

to use the form 

ciCl ~ Siti"9 Cffs1 & d9 d Cl dD. ,  ( 3 0 )  
6 1 i 

rather than that given in Eq. (15). 

In Eq. (30), dLfl^ is an element of solid angle in 

the direction of y , and d Q is defined similarly. 

The angle 9 is defined by 



7t 
j>C/rsQ = ^ 7 s^n G = $. , 0 (̂̂ ^2.(31) 

The L = 2 functions expressed in this form are 

presented in Tables 1 and 2. The results in Table 2 are 

derived from those of Table 1 by using the definitions of 

the ordinary spherical harmonics, Y , in terms of rotational 
i 

coordinates in 3-space with the Condon-Shortley phase con

vention. Using the differential operators (22), (23), and 

(24), one can verify that the ^ ' s have the following 

properties: 

i. Each All satisfies the six-dimensional 

Laplace equation: ^ y - o. 

ii. Each ^ is a simultaneous eigenstate of L2 

and L , having total orbital angular momentum z 

of 2, and z-projection as indicated in the 

tables. 

iii. Each ^ is symmetric under 

iv. The pair ( ) for a given Lz transforms 

according to the representation of the permuta

tion group being used. 

v. The 's are orthonormal such that 

f ji G),m ̂  I*) r*.' 

( 2̂ 's^8 ces'e dddq^cl Qf= 
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with 1^,1/e (-2,-1,0,1,2) and £ 

vl. The fyj- ' s are orthogonal to the 2^ 's. 

The ^ functions thus qualify as D-state angular functions. 

The total orbital angular momentum about the center of mass 

may be thought of as the angular momentum of a pair coupled 
/-a I 

with that of the third particle. Expanding Va  and u z  in 
A 

terms of spherical harmonics about ^ anc^ ^ > one sees them 

to be made up of Jla = 0 coupled with 13 = 0. Angular 

momentum S-state functions with higher indices are made up 

of higher angular momentum component states, such as -$•la = 

1 coupled to -/3 = 1 to give L = 0, and so on. It can be 

shown that the radial functions which will eventually 
-7 

multiply the corresponding I t ' s  decrease roughly as K  z 

22 for ** 1 fermi. Hence, only the angular functions made 

up of the lowest ./-components are of any importance in this 

problem. 

A similar situation exists with the D-state angular 

functions. These functions may be written in terms of 

by expanding the V (£) and in 
1 4  t  Z  '  

terms of their Cartesian definitions. In this way, one sees 

that the ^ 's contain two-nucleon relative orbital angular 

momenta up to A = 2, and are composed of the combinations 

/ia = 2, Jt3 = 0; 7 u = 1 j ^3 = 1; and -/12 = 0, _^3 = 2. 

It is possible to write D-state angular functions 

involving higher couplings by extending the method of this 
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Table 1. Normalized ^'s in Rotational Coordinates. 

' " \ The pair ( fJ- , y- ) for fixed m transforms under 
permutations of particles according to the given representa
tion of the permutation group. 

m 4$*/: 

Z 

i 
1 n 

0 $
 i +
 i >

y\
 

jo 7]j+ 2 yjo £o -t- 7].%.+. 0 

-i 
'  " { z  

_ 

-2 ^-7-— •£- is-



Table 2. Normalized D-state Angular Functions 

m 

2 coi9 Y'? — yjt) 

1 ccrsB ~ ^8 

0 cde YV _ 

i 

-1 — (cos 9 y^) — Xc^) 

-2 cos 9 ~ ^9 X1^ 

m 

Z SwiQco5 9 Y<?> V ̂  

1 ^9CK9 j=(y\rj)yk) + Y' ( i )Y^) 

0 siovffcasO^yi^yci) + J&Y(7,X(£>) 

3 

-1 — swt^c ŝ̂ ^ Y f f ' Y ^ )  Y ^ Y ĵ) 

-2 Zmi9OT&9 YY^ 

. The Y ' s are ordinary spherical harmonics about the 
A 

directions ^ and E .  The D-state angular functions are 

normalized for integration over dCl == §Ln9 ccs9 d.9cLQ <^C1 . 
6 7 f 
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section to higher order tensor products, and selecting from 

these the components having the correct transformation 

properties and angular momentum. These higher components of 

the D-state would, however, correspond to higher order 

partial waves and more energetic excitations. These are 

expected to be quite small in the ground state. Since the 

D-state itself accounts for only a few per cent of the total 

wave function, these small corrections to it will be ignored, 

The expression for the D-state has been presented 

symbolically as 

^  fj 'cx < 3 3 )  

for a total nuclear spin of J = §. It is implied here that 

the primed ^-functions (L = 2) are to be vector-coupled 

with the symmetric ^-functions (S = 3/2) to give a total 

J = The explicit form (Js will then be, for the 

choice J = - 23 z 

+  jwfzx-i '  ( 3 4 )  

where all 's may be either primed or double-primed. The 

inclusion of the -dependence gives, with these ̂  's, 

"sej = fa c . (35) 
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The and -j- functions are clearly scalars under rotations 

and permutations. The must change sign, however, 

under a permutation of all coordinates of any pair of 

particles. Operating on with a permutation operator 

and setting it equal to its negative discloses that y and 

^ must be identical. They will be given the new name 

Then "y" satisfies 
"D 

£ = 
f F(/) 

j3~zf(f) - c'4>"). (36) 

Later we shall need to know the effect of V - Y2 

on . By using the rotational form for ^ and for 

any C/ , one can show that 

(T- = / lf -d.1 + -l <l _(y* + 
df j> if u ? ' 

(37) 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ENERGY EIGENVALUE EQUATION 

The procedure will be to write the energy eigen

value equation and to take its projections onto spin, iso-

spin, and orbital angular momentum states, in order to 

arrive at a system of differential equations for the radial 

functions only. 

The energy eigenvalue equation was given in Eq. (11) 

to be 

We now write the potential U(123) as the sum of 

central pair potentials U(ij) and tensor potentials V(ij) as 

follows. 

(38) 

A 

U(123) = U(123) + V(123) , 

U(123) = U(12) + U(23) + U(31) , 

V(123) = V(12)S12 + V(23)S23 + V(31)S3i . 

(39) 

The tensor potential will be written as 

(t 
(40) 

24 
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where the sum is over all pairs (ij) = (12), (23), (31). 
A 

Is the usual tensor operator defined by 

A 

s . .  = 3 ( r l - i y < r j - j i )  — if '* ir> (4i) 
7 

for particles ij- , and V(ip is defined by 

Wip = \/3i_ £<<;)£<»>) • (42) 

The subscripts on the V's stand for 2s+l, 2t+l, 77". 

77is relative orbital parity, s is total spin, and t is 

total isospin, all referring to the two-body states. The 

projection operators R. are defined by 

f^, -= 1 ( 4 3 )  

where ^'pr 1:116 operator for exchanging the spins of 

particles i and j.  . Similar definitions hold for the other 

projection operators. 

The central potential UU-y) is written as 

U"?1 = + ("'4) 
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The symbol U  will be used exclusively for central 

interactions, and V exclusively for tensor interactions. 

All U ' s  and V's are functions of the indicated 

particle separations. For example, ^31+^^ is the 

central potential between particles i and ^ when they are 

in a state characterized by total spin of one, total isospin 

of zero, and even orbital parity. It is a function of 

only. In the manner, gpin-isospin-parity dependent poten

tials may be used. 

The energy eigenvalue equation has the form 

( v / - =  u ^ +  .  ( 4 5 )  

The expansions for % and 1|^j are understood to be 

inserted. Since 

V7* 1 il . 5  I 4. ±X7' 
v. — f p df ' .(16) 

as already noted, we may use the fact that, for homogeneous 

polynomial solutions of order K of the n-dimensional 

18 Laplace equation, 

= —K(K+« -  z )  %  •  (17) 

In particular, we have 
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^ ^ — K(K + 4) UK , (48) 

r  v  

for any of the angular functions u^ and . Relation 

(47) is recognized as giving the familiar factor XU + \) 

for the one-particle problem in three-dimensional space. It 

should be pointed out, however, that in contrast with the 

interpretation given for J, , the K here is not the angular 

momentum in units of t) . 

To arrive at a system of equations in one variable, 

we begin by projecting Eq. (45) onto the spin-isospin func

tions, and considering the resulting terms individually. 

We see that each term of contains a factor of 

the form ( T- <*) t • Hence, yo"2 F~(p C /"X^> 

has a factor remaining in it, and is orthogonal to all 

of the due to the orthogonality of the spin functions 

for different spins. This term therefore is zero. 

In the term involving , the expansion gives 

"tc * fi 
a sum of terms containing factors of the form p Su 

The evaluation of these terms Is made manageable by using 
A 

the following expansion for 

- / s U V ( V !  
• 

( 4 9 )  
m = -2 - m  
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A 

In Eq. (49) 3 A is a unit vector directed along the line 

c o n n e c t i n g  p a r t i c l e s  t  a n d  j -  ,  C ( l  I  f - \  ̂  i s  a *  

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in the form C (j j'mm'l J"M) 

and the spin operators are defined by 

T = T ^ + i < y ) '  o r , )  ,  < r B =  q  .  ( 5 o )  

These spin operators have the following effects on the spin 

functions: 

c<.= O — ~ P <=c = oc 

' , (51) 
or j3 = Jzc< <rj= o = -p. 

Equation (46) was derived by algebraic manipulation 

of these quantities. Prom that equation, it is clear that 
A 

the spin operators enter into in the form of a pure 

spherical tensor of second rank. Accordingly, the Wigner-

Eckart theorem gives 

=  ( 5 2 )  

A 

The other matrix elements of - 5 « -  which will be 
V 

needed are listed in Table 3- They were derived algebrai-
A 

cally by using the expansion for 3 {- and the definitions 

of the fp ' s . 

/"LI ^ To evaluate expressions of the type y 

we note that the projection operators pick out the part of 

which is even ( + ) or odd (-) under interchange of 



Table 3. Matrix Elements of between Spin States 

s> 1/" s, "£? 
s -.!> ' 2 / 

A 

s -vJ|2. 

zffV i/2 Y lY IT '  A 

s -vJ|2. 

Ml 0 0 o._ 0 

A 

c <H -IY - A Y *  Y" 
0Z3 - jzY - IY  -Y*  -AY' 
A 

s, IT -Js Y -AY' A 

s, 
<-* ' i/lY' Y Ay*' 

<*. il /TY° ffY" ffy." o 
A O* V 

327r wt 
5 'z 

l\GT \/° 
V 5 /z 0 /3Z7T \/~* 5 X A 

<(Vz iZ.7T "W2. 

5 'i 0 llbir w« 
V 5 X 

b2 7r w-i 
M X 

<S>4| O Jilir yz fry,' (f r 

The entries here are the results of 

bra from left 
column 

as 
labeled 

ket from 
top row 



G~ (or T, or R ) for particles i j . .  For , the spin 

states are completely symmetric under any interchange of 

spins, and hence 

= 0 and ^ • (53) 

Therefore, one has 

+  •  ( 5 , )  

The U ' s are simply scalar functions, and the ' 

operate only on the isospins. Therefore each term of the 

result of the operation contains a factor of ^ from 

and it immediately follows that 

<p = O , (55) 

owing to the orthogonality of the spin functions. 

The remaining terms from Eq. (45), projected onto 

J* y 3 are 

p  ( v ' - k * ) ^  -  f ' u i 7  -  p \ p - 0 .  < 5 6 >  
® 5 c J n 

In the first term we can replace 

in each term of the expansion for xs by 
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-1! UCA,X) 
P « 

-dl + 1A _ lxt (K+z)2) 
jf p df v + f 1 

l?K , (57) 

obtained by using Eqs. (46) and (47).' Multiplication of 

Eq. (56) by any S-state angular function and integration 

over results in a system of differential equations in 
y 

p alone for the radial functions and the binding 

energy x.1 • 

The matrix elements f u will be needed for 

the second term of (56). They have been calculated and 

listed in Table 4. 

The most troublesome term is To 
A 

evaluate it, we first note that commutes with 

and 

e*/., 

T L -  ,  ( r ! -  ! r i  ,  

so that the location of in the expression for 

\/(i2.3) is of no consequence. Hence, in expressions in

volving 
A 

(t '• r*)(^' , 

such as those occurring in the Hamada-Johnston potentials, 

one may simply replace (and •T"'• T" *•) by -3 or 1, 
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Table 4. Matrix Elements of State-Dependent Central 
Potentials between Spin-Isospin States 

P * u p s  =  0 

Ai#>' = U3Ĉ )?  ̂

f+sU f" = f (Uc^ - - f(Uc,- H**) i^n 

f 'Uf" = i (U ori -

~ U,^)P") ~ i(U3^ - u-)^ 

II V
, 

+i(u3
C3  ̂~ + i"(u4-') -  u ^fan 

II 
§(UM 4- - §(lUo + Uc^gko 

-§(Uaa + Ufai)gaA + ̂  + UCui)^ 

m'= i(4,(^ + U&?) (?<•*> + +- 4',!?)!^+ ife + u&a) pcjo 

+ I(U
3|^ "+* ^sV3')!?  ̂ + 

l(u3o« + Uo^pu) + +u 

+ f(U&o + + t(U^ +• 

f 5 U  f  = 7"/^ .( 

faUp'3  = i^Us1 + U,ji')^ 

The summations are taken over all pairs of particles. 
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depending upon whether a singlet or triplet two-body spin 

(or isospin) state is being projected. 

Since is symmetric under (i/) , we replace 

by 1, and proceed to evaluate f v  .  
The equations involving will eventual

ly be multiplied by an angular function symmetric under 

(z^)R and integrated over The action of 

(i^)g on the variables ^3,A, A has already been given. 

By recognizing that 

-f l t  = yO \ j  I + AcjsX 

/Lz 3 = yO / I + Acas(A+ If) , 

^ = yO y I 4- AorafX- , 

(58) 

and that a symmetric S-state function depends on X through 

sUrt (v'A) with )} == 0 (mod 3)a we see that the integrand 

will always be periodic in A with period 27r/n, n being some 

integer. The A integral is over the region O ̂  A 277" , 

and one can show that the same integral is obtained if the 

operators (if) are considered to operate to the left 

in the integrand rather than to the right. Hence, the terms 

of involving will all integrate to zeros, and 

acting to the left behaves like the identity 

operator. 



It is shown in Appendix A that 

m» -\ 
(59) 

Other relations needed are listed here for reference. 

r I•£') + + + t£' \  (-- 4'\ 
piz)+i&3)+i(3oj \j"J=z p2P(a) + P(24+ Paiiĵ J — I 1̂ " J 

i  (Z3) - (31) P(13) ~ Pfert I ( f. 
/1\ 

l\ 
(IZ)+ i(Z3)+ ^31)1 f t  

(it) + (23) + (3 0 

(\Z) + (l3)+ (30 

POO /' = / 
P'(,rt {' = 0 

P+(13) f = - tĉ o/7 

P (23)̂ ' =- ̂(31)̂  

PVo/' 

pw'-

f z 3 )  _  ( 3 1 )  

( { * ]  
[ t ' l  

[4') r) 

f-3^] 
I 3/3/ 

PW " 

p~ui)f 

p+(23)f 

p'telf 

p+c*)f 

p'(3l)f 

0 

4* 

i'3"/ 

_ I (i3)/ 

( 6 0 )  

(61) 

( 6 2 )  

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 
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The complete symmetry of y V x is explicitly 

displayed in the form given in Eq. (59). In general, the 

symmetry of , which is a function of spatial 

coordinates only, turns out to be conjugate to that desig

nated by c< . That is, 

l i n „ „  is symmetric under (2j>)^ 

is antisymmetric, 

f+/v4; 

t, T 

^ V4^ has ' symmetry. 

has " symmetry, and 

( 6 6 )  

These symmetries are quite important for setting 

many integrals equal to zero exactly for an arbitrary 

potential. 

For example, let the spatial functions f,g,h trans

form under permutations as their indices will imply. Then 

one can show by simple calculus that integrals having inte

grands like fagS, f'g", f'g"hs, and many more, must inte

grate to zero identically over dlclb and ctyde . In 

particular, when multiplied by symmetric S-state functions 

and integrated over dClt , all terms in (66) necessarily 

give zero except for the first term. 

' This point is also quite important regarding the 
$ 

integrals which arise in deriving the equations for the 

It is shown in the same way that many of the terms arising 



there, such as 

must be identically zero. 

The integrals involving Eq. (59) can be done by 

noting that operating to the left on a symmetric function fs 

g 
simply gives 3f , and by performing the integrations with 

da, in the form 

dcl = cmsz& 0cc0dfldn . ( 6 8 )  

The integrals over dCldCl£ can be done by 

inspection, and only an integral over 0 remains to be eval

uated for the particular potential function being used. For 

example, it is shown in Appendix B that 

where =^Z?£ CPS & has been used. The 

single integral in this equation can be evaluated as a func

tion of the parameter jo . 

Rather than using the most general form for an inter

action, it is useful to be able to also use an average effec

tive interaction as done in some nuclear matter calculations. 

36 

(67) 
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In this case, however, the tensor terms take on a 

different appearance. After a derivation similar to the one 

just outlined (see Appendix B), one finds the following: 

^ --^J-)V^Xi<JT±XY")'upper sign'(70) 
m--i 

— above expression with lower sign , (71) 

f5vt -
- • 

67T f^) 
// / \ 

y zJ-) <-+a(X % 
+ 

m=-i 
7 upper sign,(72) 

above expression with lower sign. (73) 

The V functions are defined in terms of spherical 

harmonics, , and the effective nucleon-nucleon tensor 

interaction,!#^), to be 

( i z )  +  j r t o )  + i  ( 3 i )  K -  A [ -

X = ft [ t3° -
^(it> veil) 

vm 

(74) 

(75) 

The functions of relations ( 7 0 ) - ( 7 3 )  are observed to 

have the same symmetries as the more general expression 

using state-dependent potentials. 

For average effective central forces we still write 

U(l2.3) = U(ij>) , 
(m) 

(76) 
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. where no projection operators are involved. In this case 

the terms resulting from projection onto j£,°C are evaluated 

trivially, owing to the orthonormality of the <p 's. The 

resulting equations will be given in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

THE D-STATE EQUATION 

The equation for the D-state radial function Fcp) 

is derived from the general Schrodlnger equation by project

ing it onto j C or <£* , and a ^lj> . The derivation 

is again lengthy, as are most of those in this problem, and 

only the salient features are outlined here. Further de

tails are given in Appendix C. 

Briefly, since none of V , x l  , u changes the O 

relative numbers of oC Ts and ' s in the spin functions of 

, we have 

= 0. ( 7 7 )  

The remaining terms are 

^ . (78) 

Here the equation has been projected onto C 

arbitrarily. The same result is obtained by projection onto 

C, . The last remark should perhaps be explained further, 

since the resulting equations do appear different. This is 

due to the occurence of integrals involving the v and Uf 

functions. 

39 
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Suppose one has an integral over Q. of an inte-
o 

grand having the form y, for example. Then by noting 

that the combination / f -  -  />" = x '  .  
ing ' symmetry, one has that 

some function hav-

so that 

X = o , 

h 

( 7 9 )  

( 8 0 )  

Repeated use of this and related equalities eventually leads 

to the deduction that the differential equations for F~(j>) 

are all equivalent, as they should be, regardless of which 
s V 

spin state and which isospin state, C or C j 

are used in projecting the Schrodinger equation. For defi-

niteness, = - -g- and C have been used. Thus the 

left-hand side of (78) reduces to 

dp p dp p '  Fo Cp) (81) 

where ~ J~f is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 

The remaining terms are treated as were those for 

the S-state radial functions, with a view toward having 

projection operators factored out of them. There results 
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from this treatment the equation 

// 
0 1 

/ 
d_ + _L a- — / y-2 4. ii.) 
if f if { r 

rf) = 
( 8 2 )  

•2. Pcii) + Plus) +- R (31) llf Vfo>(^*+ Y' c*; + 

& 

+ 

° • vo*)yc(wi»." * + 
33- Z l 

1 4 
iH + in * — 

EU-B (31) r / *  ^ 0  x ° ( v  +  

+ fiVciz) ) Cftm'S 
•n» f-

31+ Z , 
m+vw/=s - J 

|"U I 

The presence of the projection operators considera

bly simplifies the integration of this equation. After 

multiplication by ) » one lets the P's operate to 

the left and uses the relationships from Eqs. (60) and (6l). 
• 

Finally, we can substitute the following 

iit, - iAti — f f x t M  

i M ~  i k x . , - - l ¥ x v -
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Then we multiply by 
* 

(<%•) and integrate over 

n6 , setting some integrals identically equal to zero by 

symmetry arguments such as those already advanced. Omitting 

the small terms (//' i and , and keeping only the 

1^, term in we have 

4- i L _ + iil 
f d f  

Fy» = ? RojjCf?) V3o* Xfy + (84) 

/ • 
(B + m--J 

Despite the formidable appearance of the integrals3 

they are manageable. Integration over all directions of >7 
A ^ 

and jf leaves only integrals over 0 to be done. The 

result, from Appendix C, is 

< £ +- l j l +  m  
W f if K r 

r- ~K 

+ Fya 

T 
'Z 

y't f 
\b& R„" iv <x&smz9d9 (85) 

I 31+ 

— / ll ( + stnty c0sz9 wiz 9 do 
5 7f ' ^ 

,z 

- V c*?es^eM 
35 T I 31+ 7f 

jl 
z 

ll^cesosoni?do 

The U 's and V's are functions of JltL = \[Z p c#sG. 



The only approximations made are the ones which have 

been explicitly mentioned. For practical calculations, 

Eq. (85) is probably more accurate than is needed. Due to 

the smallness of Fy as compared with R0C^>) , and 

due to the presence of higher powers of the sine and cosine 

functions in the last two integrals than in the first one, 

it is expected that sufficient accuracy would be maintained 

if the F~ijo) term were deleted from the right-hand side 

of Eq. (85). This is somewhat dependent, however, upon the 

exact nature of the U 's and V's, and should be checked 

for the particular potentials used. 

So far, only nuclear forces have been considered, 

and to this extent the equations derived are valid for both 

the H3 and the He3 nuclei. 

The Coulomb force may be included by means of the 

electrostatic potential energy operator , 

up 

The sum is again over all pairs of nucleons, with "ZT = + 1 

corresponding to a proton. The matrix elements 

are calculated directly and projection operators factored 

out in a way by now familiar. 

The results of the calculation are presented in 

forms involving factored projection operators, for 
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convenience in later uses. The results are 

^>tsEfs = faE fa = f+/Ep'= $ f /e f 
// 

3(Pcu-) + Pcu) +• Peso) — I _e 
st, 

z 

iz 

<p*E<p'= 

ptsEpa — 

^ef"= 

f a e f  

f+/Ef 

— 2,P(lZ} +" P(i3) +• PC30 — K K K ft 
. "~u 

0, 

Si3) — PC30 
jl iz. 

(87) 

( 8 8 )  

(89) 

( 9 0 )  

The derivation of the equations for the radial func

tions is similar to the one already given. Since no new 

techniques are involved there, the work will not be shown. 

The results are: 

A 

D,R, = r: "ir 
' t» a 

k da. (91) 

A  

R'Jit. 

K < 

£ v;da, - ,  

pfaupJ + 
f t I Z  

v;mt + (92) 



kJJk <p'vf<js\ +- (93) 

y 1  ^ U f V  -  i r x  

A _3 

DA - R^r £ + >w' 

- R °aN(Jz/>us<P) CJS 9 sin?-9 cL8 (95) 

The abbreviation +• ~ (X? + -^r) has been 

used, and terms proportional to Fcy?) have been dropped 

from the right-hand side of Eq. (95). 

The system of equations has been truncated at K = 

6, since the ' s of higher order constitute of the order 

of 1% of the total wave function. This figure is based on 

estimates made in references 12, 22, 23 and which are essen

tially unchanged for the present treatment of the problem. 

The equations are valid for He3 and, by putting e = 

0, for H3. All terms necessary for the solution of this 

system of equations have been prepared in this paper in a 

form such that arbitrary potentials may be immediately used. 

Eqs. (91)—(95) are written out in detail for reference, but 

may in fact be truncated further. 
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In terms of the functions kept, the final wave func

tions have the form 

= -(r„y+ R>;)pa+ R + 

„ ^ (96) 

+ fo/ c^)xj ' 
— • I m+m = -£ 

p-j-3 J 
The completely antisymmetric spatial part, Kfc Ub , 

has been widely used as being zero. Equation (94) is unlike 

the other equations in that it is not a truncated expression. 

It is clear then, that in the absence of tensor or 
-3 

electrostatic forces the radial function \\b(j3) would be 

identically zero. That is, there is no continuous function 

of p , finite everywhere in O ̂ p oo and satisfying 

the homogeneous part of (94) except the trivial solution 

= 0 . This agrees well with previous beliefs. 

In the present case, however, a small Rfe can exist, 

and is seen to be due to transitions from the D-state via 

the tensor interaction. 

The radial function j the so-called "mixed-

symmetry" term, is unaffected by the presence of the Coulomb 

interaction. Electrostatic potentials do not occur at all 

in Eq. (93) • 

Accordingly, the mixed-symmetry components of the 

wave functions of H3 and He3 are essentially identical. 
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They differ only slightly, the difference being due to the 

slightly different solutions for R0 in the two cases. 

The D-state owes its existence essentially to transi

tions from the symmetric S-state by means of the "triplet-

even" tensor interaction, V^1+ • 

In convenient units, e2/r is 1.44/r Mev if r is in 

fermis. For a typical cutoff radius of one fermi, the 

Coulomb potential is never more than about one Mev. Hence, 

for particle separations such as occur in the nucleus, the 

nuclear forces are typically one to two orders of magnitude 

larger than the Coulomb force. The Coulomb interaction may 

therefore be generally neglected in the equations for the 

radial functions, and in that approximation the spatial part 

of the nuclear wave functions for H3 and He3 should be 

identical. 

Another interesting feature of the equations for the 

radial functions is the particular form of the matrix 

elements y U p . Prom Table 4 we see that 

{ >  IUc^ + UM, 
L 31+' 13+' 

(y-) 

This is the only matrix element which occurs in the trun

cated equations, except for the equation for R . Only in 

the latter equation are the potentials an<^ 

involved. Since Rz is only a few per cent of the total 
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wave function, it is clear that U and U affect 
33 ~ 11 

the nuclear wave function insignificantly. 

This conclusion justifies the setting of Ui3 

and Ut|_ to zero,as has been a common custom in the 

literature. 

The potentials which account almost by themselves 

for the entire behavior of the nuclear wave function are 

then the central potentials and ^13+ ' anc^ the 

tensor potential M,+ • All other potentials make their 

effects felt by what amount to small perturbations in the 

radial wave functions. 

Finally, the normalization integral 

/JftV. - ' r° -a* 
implies the normalization of the radial functions to be 

CO 

(R;)1+2(R;)!+ (R;3/ + =i. (98) 

o 

Since 

- i«+ *i) ' 

the boundary conditions must be: 

R (o) = R0) = o , Rm = F(°o) = O  .  ( 9 9 )  
In 



As has been pointed out, the present method may also 

be used with average effective pair interactions. Typical 

24 of these are the interactions of Nestor et_ al, which are 

taken to be the same between any two nucleons. The inclu

sion of this type of force is done by similar methods to 

those already presented, and one finds the radial equations 

for average effective central and tensor forces to be 

fkuv-ya. • A., (wo) 

D6R£ = 3R- yjfflnfa%^<. , UOD 

4^6 = + yjfjj[u/ifa\iA. , (102) 

AR: = . (103) 

= . uon> 

These equations have not been truncated, although 
-3 

the system is cut off at r\fe . 

In each equation, U and V are the given average 

potentials written as functions of ^ = \JZ o<rs 9 . The 

integrations are carried out over &rsl0 &m.z0 d& dfl_ *//) 
7 E 

In the case using average interactions, the equations for 



the radial functions are coupled only through the tensor 

interaction and the D-state. The D-state function F(ya> 

is determined independently of the R's. Since it is the 

connecting link between the R-equations via the tensor 

force, the small integrals which are the last terms in 

Eqs. (100)-(104) may not be dropped, as they are necessary 

for establishing the relative magnitudes of the R's. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Central and tensor forces have been Included for the 

bound three-nucleon system containing S, D, and S' compo

nents in its wave function. The central and the tensor 

forces may be spin-isospin-parity dependent, or they may be 

average effective forces depending only upon the separation 
a 

of two nucleons. 

A system of equations for each of these cases is 

given, from which the radial functions and binding energies 

can be found. The systems of equations have been given in 

explicit form with instructions for calculating all terms, 

and are solvable for arbitrary potentials by relatively 

standard methods on an electronic computer. This is in 

sharp contrast to the usual treatments of the three-nucleon 

problem. 

These radial functions can be inserted immediately 

into the expansion given for the total wave function, and 

the resulting wave function will obey the generalized Paull 

principle. 

The action of a given set of potentials in a prob

lem other than a scattering problem can be deduced from the 

solutions of the equations given. This furnishes an 

51 
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important added criterion that potential functions must 

satisfy. Since many potentials describe low-energy nucleon-

nucleon scattering well, but the nuclear state of matter is 

sensitive to details in the potentials that low-energy 

scattering is not, a possible way of choosing from among 

these potentials has been presented. 

It has further been shown that, except for the 

change of isospin functions, the wave functions of He3 and 

H3 will be virtually identical. In each case, they are 

dominated by the symmetric space function depending only 

upon the rms separation of nucleons. This provides a justi

fication from first principles of the widely-used phenome-

nological Irving-Gunn wave function, which depends only on 

the variable JD . 

The spatially antisymmetric part of the wave func

tion has been shown in the present approximation to be 

identically zero in the absence of tensor and Coulomb 

forces. When these forces, or the tensor force alone, are 

present, the spatially antisymmetric state is connected to 

the other states through transitions from the D-state via 

the tensor interaction. 

The "mixed symmetry" radial function 'R is unaffected 

by the Coulomb interaction, and is therefore identical in 

the H3 and He3 nuclei. 
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The central potentials U„ and Li , , and the 
3 1+ 13+' 

tensor potential ^31 + » .have been shown to be the princi

pal interactions needed for describing the behavior of these 

nuclei. All other central and tensor'potentials enter into 

the problem only in relatively insignificant ways. 



APPENDIX A 

We write the tensor interaction as the sum of pair 

interactions: 

V —  ̂
(t-j) 
T , 

li-i) 

All of the operators commute. The action of 

on is that of the identity operator, since con

tains the factor 0( 3 . 
v -J- T 

To evaluate p , we recall that it will 

eventually be multiplied by a symmetric angular function and 

integrated over a. The parts of the integrand which 

have P (.if.) as a factor therefore give no contribution 

to the integrals, and we consider only the part 

^ . (A2) 

l i f )  

We substitute the following expressions , 

54 
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i i  - h  J c ( 2 - i . ' i i - i f c ' f ;  -  C i f l X f '  ( A 4 )  

' t 1 l«n = -j 

into Eq. (A2), and carry out the algebra. A partial result 

is 

^\//.•-• i"U/ = X<eL\A^ > v 
(A5) 

^trr-r 

jp ~ / C(Zrr,|m' 

IYi+m = --i 

+ 

The matrix elements CP c can be evaluated by 

tedious algebra directly from the definitions. Substitution 

of these numbers gives terms like 

(A6) 
ffi + m '= — 

(-f {if> W^x-

By referring to the transformation matrices of Eq. (1), we 

see that the combinations of ^fs in (A6) are given in 

terms of permutation operators to be 

4T» 

r- " ' *5 /!)Im I /f) /m 

a 
4 f; +- ?•?/ M4 

(A8) 

(A9) 
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t 
The matrix elements have been given in 

Table 3, and are proportional to spherical harmonics about 

the directions It follows that 

= C3iY 
/ . ,m'+r 

(3l) 
R /Z (A10) 

In this manner one finds that 

=  u , ) r  -

% Yt,a + 

(All) 

The expressions for other ( - L j )  differ from this one 

only in the permutation operator. The result turns out to be 

(A12) 

U jr)  

°Z)R+ H+ H 
' m= -I 

The complete symmetry of f VSK, is explicitly 

shown by the presence of the permutation operators. The 

five-fold integrals which occur can be reduced to single 

integrals as in the following example. 
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2, 

'p£f30"3I+ J (-)(* +2) ẑ Vollc//^ (A13) 

m = -i 

We operate to the left on "2 °̂ with (a) + (23) +• (31) 
R R R 

to replace V~? with 5v~° , and substitute \JZpcj$d for 

to get 

7T 
. i 

jupif* (~^m+ j jj j j^ ""^3i+2)  ^q^dfljqxkl.^) 

m="1 0=0 A -fl 

Since ^4_m 00 c^rs*^ X ̂  y~7k) , from 

Table 2, and ^ m = (—T(Y")* , we can use the 

orthonormallty of the ordinary spherical harmonics ^ and 
A 

do the integrations over all directions of ^ and ^ • Both 

p and O are constants in the latter integrations. Thus, 

the integral in (Al4), for m = 2, is 

k 
• Z  

f± xjf °^9 X < ? }  ~ \ l ^t^c l̂9^9ci9dtndas (A15: 

67=0 n7 ni ,f 

= (6 I \Zttzpcos0) cesBsinO cL9. 

Similar results are obtained using the other values 

of m, and the final expression is 

r 

v̂° = 3^ ̂J*v(s?/>a>s£) m9$lrie dq . (Al6) 



APPENDIX B 

The expression 

< k - /.-'Fj* J-rw 
_i 

m + m = - — 

-inic't/;- , (BD 

multiplied by t is 

fok - + ~u 
i  i i  / f t  
v- c*/m 5 2 / \m (B2) 

m + m = --jr 
X 

5 

m=-T 

„V o('v^,<y2 

For average tensor forces, V is given by 

V = ̂ V%,S,. 

(if) 

(B3) 

Using this definition and the results from Table 3, 

we find that 

i'vl\ - ̂-^3rtVciO , (B4) 
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and 

Xns s = f i  V(3l)V(3l) — V/C23)Vci3) (B5) 

are typical of the forms that result. 

We define the V functions to be 

Y - | YCI.M.) + yjl3)\/(z3) + y^(3^V(3l) 

V(zijvus) -  ySov&o 

(B6) 

(B7) 

The V's are identical functional forms of the dif

ferent A. -t-'s. Using this fact, one can show that the pair 
/ •/ * 

( Y", ¥") transforms under permutations of spatial coor
dinates according to the two-dimensional representation 

being used. 

Substituting (B4)-(B7) into the last expression in 

(B2), and rearranging terms leads to 

/Mj = - yV"1 

nn=-i 
(B8) 

It is clear that the transformation properties of 

P under permutations are contained completely in 
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the bracketed terra in the summand. Comparison of that term 

with the expression 

( B 9 )  

shows that is antisymmetric under permutations. 

The other (f$V ^5^ 's are expanded similarly to get 

Eqs. (70) through (73). 



APPENDIX C 

We start with Eq. (82): 

w 
j £ + ± . A 
dj? (lj) p 

-1 Pci^+- Pc"^+P(30 

Fy>) — (CI) 

+-

% p 
+ Y 3

( i z ^ ^  S 1 2 ^  
m+m= -

+ PC23) ~ POO f -JzV3cn)(-)JS+ 4-

^ 4^ + ̂ Yff/ 4\m' 

We 
'4 N* 

then multiply by 6^2°) and integrate over 

n, The projection operators in the integrand may oper

ate to the left, and we substitute 

{-i - fa+fr)(tf) *= -f-( , (C2) 

(C3) 
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a. / // 

Discarding the small terms ^ and ^ , we find 

the factors from the right-hand side of (CI) resulting from 

the use of (C2) to be 

I 
// 

z 12) uu sin 9 cffs & d&t/q (c4 ) 

\ ^ 4» A 

vgi) ) C(z^,| ^^^oodedodci/d^. 

In the first term of (C4), the integrals over 

dCi i(\ can be done with the aid of Table 2, and there 

results the expression 

— ~^r I cos0) sin, 6 c<tsIf? d.0 . (C5) 

o 

^5 Q s 
In the second term of (C4), the factors 0< 0|2 'X / are 

proportional to the spherical harmonics y7^ ) j where the 

direction of ^ the same as the direction of Jiit . The 

separate integrals occurring in the second term are multi

plied by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and summed over 

m + m'= - •§. Typical of the integrals is 



( c 6 )  

InfillcaB'̂ ) ^̂ <̂ Si19<LClIC11 

mil ^ V(7] < T̂ * fi$>*«*)ci*+e swq dl9 

k 
. i  

~ ' 5t^/v(/2p cose) cts 9 5mv 9 <19. 

The second terra of (C4)a with results of this kind 

substituted for each term of the sum, has the form 

TT 

~̂ -̂ prj vulfc*9) casgsirie j.9. (C7) 

o 

Expression (C4) thus equals 

% 

/hrvqzfc<&9) - u(lzfox6)j sin 9 ob&cl9. (c8) 

We now consider the second term on the right of 

Eq. (CI). This term has a factor of P(Z3) — P(ai) 
R R 
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" V * t o  \  
in front of it. We multiply by ^ (Jlj^) and operate to 

the left in the integrand with the projection operators, and 

use 

// \ * r- ' 

") - f •y: 
to get the expression 

(C9) 

$ irfJ (~ ŝ+ ̂  da. (CIO) 

M+»w = --j 

In the first term of this expression, we discard the 

small quantity , and substitute IT 2Z R0 for ^ . 

This term then becomes 

9  ̂  ~ ~  ̂ & X ( O i l )  

smi~@ cat 9 dqclc\cin^ 

k 

j ccsd) COSB SJyfiO dd . 
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The second term in (CIO) is equally simple, and 

becomes 

7T 
,z 

U(/Lf>as0) {ovt& + orsV dB. (ci2) 

The final part of (CIO) is evaluated as will be 

illustrated here for the term m = -2, m/= 3/2: 

A <ci3) 

— (£;) - $vtlq Siridmqdbdqjn.^ 

•k 
•z 

— ^2. /3Z7T / \ /- 6. . 2 .. .//\/° v/"1 v/Z 
V(/2yo c/s0) Cffs9 sin. 9 d9'j / ^ ( 7 )  ̂ 7 '  , 31 + 

n 1 

The integral over the spherical harmonics is found 

I /5~ 
to be — y . Hence, (C13) is equal to 

-2 

^f-j vijlpcmsb) oss 9 skiq d9 . (Cl4) 
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The terms for other values of m and m' are evaluated 

the same way, multiplied by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and 

summed. The last term of (CIO) is then equal to 

12.48 F(, •0-P* I V(/2YO C4S&) cos 9 sim.9 did . 3?vr 
(C15) 

Combining the results of this appendix gives the 

equation for F~(^) to be 

ir -z 
d^+ld. -fyV J6\ f t *  u  r  = — 1 6 R o  9 5oti0 <LQ -f- (Cl6) 

jr 
v~l U (iz) (cat9 + ass z9 siibO dB 
5 kj 31+ v 1 

7T 
'2 

j Oiiff zbn.9 d.Q 
tt 
'z 

128 I I 7 
TV 

~l \/Oz) — LJ (12.)] Cos9 si/n9 d9 

The trigonometric functions in the integral multiplying R0 

are, loosely speaking, collectively to the sixth power. In 

the integrals multiplying F~ y?) , the trigonometric func
tions are, in this sense, to the eighth power. Hence these 



latter Integrals will be somewhat smaller than the former 

one. if all the V?s and U's are about the same size. 

Further, R0 is expected to be roughly 20 times as 

large as F^>) , and is multiplied by I£>y3 ^=s^. 28 • It 

appears, then, that the dominant inhomogeneous term appear

ing in (Cl6) is the term containing R0. If we keep only 

this term, we have 

+7 

0 

The validity of this equation is, however, contin

gent upon the small size of the total term multiplying 

Fy>) in Eq. (Cl6). Hence, when calculations are to be 

made, the size of that term should be investigated for the 

potentials being used. 

Eja ^ -1 gj^srjwf use) ukq & - (C17) 
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